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FoDIP March Calendar
There will be no Board/Member meeting this month. Instead, members
can participate in two activities this month.

Save the Date: Sunday, April 3, FoDIP will
celebrate an early Gopher Tortoise day at Deerfield
Island Park. We will have fun, educational
materials for Kids and Adults. FoDIP's long-time
friend, Kathryn Hendrickson, will be leading a
committee to plan activities. Contact her if
interested in helping. kjhendrickson20@gmail.com

Waterway Clean-up Saturday March 5 9:am1pm

Scan the CR code or Click here to register with the Parks
Department

Salt Marsh Habitat Renewal
Friday, March 11 11:00am - 12:45pm
In 2019, several members of FoDIP along
with Hands-On Broward and the Youth
Environmental Alliance participated in
Project ROC (Reclam Our Coastline).
We planted Spartina grasses at the
riverbank. Spartina and other cordgrasses
are an important component of salt

marshes which stabilize shorelines against
erosion and filter heavy metals and toxic
materials from the water. They also play a
critical role in the aquatic food web, and
act as a nursery for fish and crustaceans.
They also protect cities and towns from
coastal flooding by absorbing the influx of
water during storm surges and providing
buffers between the sea and homes and
businesses.
Since the original planting, the salt marsh
has become overgrown with invasive
Mahoe plants and accumulated debris.

Once again, FoDIP volunteers will meet to restore the salt marsh by removing invasive
plants and debris. If you are interested in joining us or would like more info, please
contact Helene at helenewec@gmail.com. All implements will be provided. Please bring
water, suntan lotion, a hat and closed shoes. All volunteers must have filled out a
volunteer form with the Broward County Department of Parks. Forms are available for
those who have not filled one out.

NEWS and EVENTS

PIONEER DAYS 2022

Helene W. Laurie C. Karen H. at our FoDIP Booth

Saturday, February 19th was a welcome date for Deerfield Beach and
members of Friends of Deerfield Island Park. It felt like a return to
NORMAL. Although we may be far from it, it certainly was a relief to many of
our residents and visitors for the return of PIONEER DAYS, a combined event
with the rescheduled Art Fair. The Art Fair was previously cancelled because of
weather conditions and last years PIONEER DAYS celebration was cancelled
due to COVID -19.

The day started with a parade with marching bands, twirlers and a drum
major coming from Pioneer Park, down Hillsboro Blvd, over the bridge and
then south along Ocean Way. The mayor, Bill Ganz, standing proudly in an
open car, greeting all the visitors and participants was followed by other
community leaders waving and smiling to the crowd.
Vendors assembled their wares and were eager to converse and display their
various “specialties”. Non-profit organizations, many of them struggling to
maintain memberships and their goals, during the past eighteen plus months
of COVID-19, welcomed this open and free spirited event.
Continuous music kept the crowd toe tapping and swinging to the beat, food
and beverage vendors were happy with the turnout for the day. An afternoon
shower did put a damper towards the end of the day but, the fireworks display
was on par with past Deerfield Beach presentations and was enjoyed by all
who stayed to watch.
Sunday, February 20th proved to be a gorgeous, sunshiny, Florida spectacular
day. Then the wind picked up. Blowing in the 20 mph range, it became a bit of
a challenge for the smaller booths to maintain their tents in place. After
securing their footings, the day turned into a positive one. Many of the
vendors were able to make up for some of what was lost in sales, after the
rain on Saturday.
For FoDIP, the weekend was a particularly successful one. Many members
volunteered to "schlep" tents, tables, chairs and all our other materials from
the island to the shuttle, into cars, then to the beach to set up on Friday.
Others took shifts at our very busy booth greeting people (some of whom were
local and still never knew about Deerfield Island) and explaining about the
island and our organization. And on Sunday, more volunteers came by to help
breakdown our booth and bring everything back to the island again.
Everyone stopping by was enthusiastic and thanked us for the job we are
doing. They were drawn in by the colorful "Nature's Canvas" art work and the
array of bio boxes containing natural flora and fauna to touch and learn about.
We signed up many new members, and got lots of interest for the Park and
our upcoming projects.
Thank-you to all our volunteers and to the Deerfield Island Park Shuttle staff
for helping us make this go smoothly.
It was a nice return to what we have known in the past. Let’s hope that we are
approaching the “goodbye” to Covid-19.

Diana L. & Phylis P.

Ira W. & Fred K.

Merryl explaining Bio Boxes

Bev S. & Peggy R.

Toni F. and Irene D.

Shirley L., Merryl K. , Karen H.

Additional thanks to members who managed to escape our camera: Bobbi M., Hal A., Mel
N., Bruce H., Janet M., Wayne M.

February Member/Board Meeting
Our February meeting was followed by lunch and an
educational session presented by Merryl Kafka and Katie
Hendrickson. Members learned how to use our bio
boxes filled with interesting specimens of local Flora and
Fauna to get children excited about nature.
The bio boxes and other educational materials are
available to Ambassadors as they become comfortable
using them.

Ambassador Program
Thanks to all the Ambassadors that have joined the program. Visitors are happy to talk to
us and the feedback has been wonderful. We have gotten new members, new interest
and significant donations for the island. If you see a "slot" that has only one Ambassador
signed up, feel free to add your name. It is always better to have two for each slot. Also,
feel free to bring a friend along to see what we are all about. If you have not trained, find
a convenient slot and join the Ambassador that has signed up (even if filled). It is always
fun. Click here to view the calendar. We need Ambassadors for March weekends .
Contact Fred Kraske to sign up.
( 610-715-3761).

FLORA and FAUNA
Egyptian Goose
Duck, Duck, Goose, or Not a Goose?
by Diana R. Lopez

Because the Egyptian goose is a good swimmer and can appear heavy in
flight, it was named a goose; however, it is, in fact, a shelduck, which is a
waterfowl that has features of both a duck and a goose. Native to the Nile
region and the Sahara of Africa, it is the most widespread of African
waterfowl, and it was introduced outside of its native land as an
ornamental bird. Ancient Egyptian culture considered the Egyptian goose
as sacred and they figured prominently in Egyptian art. Ibises were also
considered sacred.
Officially considered non-native, this plentiful species has been in
Florida for a long time and enjoys such a widespread distribution that it is
referred to as being established by the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission, and the conservation status of Egyptian
geese is categorized as being of Least Concern as they have a stable,
well protected population. Flocks of these colorful birds with their
distinctive markings have been seen locally in small family groups or
pairs until fairly recently, but for some unknown reason, they have not
been sighted locally in well over a year.
With long, pink colored legs, long necks, pink bills, a distinctive brown
eye patch on each eye and a recognizable brown patch on its chest, the
Egyptian goose is readily identifiable. Males and females have similar
plumage making it difficult to differentiate gender. Their heads and upper
wings are brown while the underside of their wings is either green or
white.
Vocalization is one of the features by which one can tell male and female
apart. The male makes a raspy, hissing sound whereas the female makes
a clicking sound. Under normal circumstances, these birds are fairly
quiet, but when stressed or threatened, they can become very noisy.
During courtship, the male utters a series of unusually loud honking
sounds. They are omnivorous and build their nests either on the ground,
in burrows or in abandoned or used nests of other birds, often high up in
the tree branches. Their average life span is between 15-25 years. The
male is called a gander, the female, a goose, and their offspring are called
goslings. A group of Egyptian geese is called a gaggle, flock, wedge or
skein.

You can now view the past 2021,2022 newsletters on our website.
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